Further notes on Jelly Roll Morton:
Jelly Roll and the Melrose Brothers
by Björn Englund with additional material by Mark Berresford

Much credit must be given to the Melrose Music Company
who have done more than any other agency in the country to
put our musicians and writers to the front. At present they have
Jelly Roll Morton. King Joe Oliver and Louis Armstrong as their
staff writers.
(Chicago Defender, June 18, 1927)

Jazz promoters have always been vilified, the prime example
being Irving Mills. True, he added his name as lyricist to many
Ellington compositions which were mainly performed as instrumentals, but he did also much to promote him and
encouraged his ambitions to write extended works and we
mustn't forget that his Variety label produced dozens of masterpieces by Ellington's small groups (produced by Helen
Oakley Dance; Mills was unusual for a 1930s boss, hiring a
woman as A & R person). But why did he SING on some
Ellington titles?

The Melrose Brothers (Walter, 1889-1973, and Lester 18911968) were in a similar situation. Jelly Roll Morton considered
Walter Melrose (who was a fair pianist) to be his best friend in
his Chicago years (and Walter is the lyricist of five Morton compositions from those years, but more on this later). The
Melrose Brothers Music Co. published 28 Morton tunes from
1923 to the summer of 1928 with a "leftover" title appearing in
1931. Morton was under contract to Melrose Brothers as
composer and arranger for almost exactly five years (July 1923
to the summer of 1928), but the strange thing is that there does
not appear to be any Melrose Brothers publications that credit
Morton as arranger. Even the orchestral arrangements of the
tunes he recorded are credited to other arrangers (Tiny
Parham, Elmer Schoebel, Mel Stitzel and others) even though
obviously based on the recordings. An article in Storyville 62

about bandleader Charlie Davis states that Morton made the
arrangement of Copenhagen for Melrose based on the
Wolverines’ Gennett recording; however bandleader and avid
stock arrangement collector Vince Giordano points out that
this is incorrect - the two 1920s orchestral arrangements are
by Joe Jordan (but based on the Wolverines’ recording), and
there is a vocal arrangement by Elmer Schoebel. Vince also
suggests that although Morton is not credited on any Melrose
arrangements, he may have had some form of editorial control
over the work of others. Without the support of Walter
Melrose we surely would never have had Morton's 1923
Gennett piano solo sessions nor the 1926-1927 Victor
orchestral masterpieces. Melrose even paid for rehearsals to
make sure the records turned out as perfect as possible. (Omer
Simeon once remarked that this was the only time he was paid
for rehearsing.) In the 1920s, the Melrose brothers set up
many recording sessions not only for Victor but also for
Brunswick/Vocalion and Gennett/Champion. In April 1925
Walter Melrose bought out Lester’s share of the business;
Lester Melrose went on to dominate Chicago blues record
sessions in the 1930s, both for Victor's Bluebird and ARC's
Vocalion and OKeh labels. In August 1939 Walter Melrose sold
his publishing company to Edwin H. Morris and Co. of New
York, and moved to Tucson, Arizona where he formed the
Walter Melrose Music Company. In the 1940s this company
organised recording sessions with, among others, Earl Hines
and Blind John Davis, but Walter didn't run a record label and
the masters were sold to MGM, who were the first to issue
them. Hines' recordings of Sweet Honey Babe, Keyboard
Kapers, Midnight in New Orleans, The Day Will Come and The
Day You Came Along are credited to Melrose as composer (Incidentally, Walter Melrose had nothing to do with the 1945
New York label Melrose, which was owned by Melvin Rose).
Melrose of course saw phonograph records first and foremost
as a way to promote sales of sheet music and orchestral
arrangements, but was smart enough to realize that there was
money to be made from the records themselves; the contract
for Morton’s initial Victor recordings was signed on 1
December 1926 – between Melrose Bros. Music Co. and The
Victor Talking Machine Co., with all payments arising from
record sales to be paid to Walter Melrose, not Morton. All the
tunes recorded at Morton's 1926-1927 Chicago sessions and
the June 1928 New York session were Melrose publications.
This included several tunes by other composers: Smokehouse
Blues by banjoist Charles Luke (first recorded on 26-11-24 by
Ross Reynolds' Orchestra, issued in February 1925 on Gennett
5611 with the original title Creole), Steamboat Stomp by Boyd
Senter (recorded by him on Pathé 36359/Perfect 14540 c. 2611-1925, issued c. February 1926, and by Louis Armstrong on
cylinder for the "50 Hot Choruses" publication from Melrose
Brothers; recreated by trumpeter Bent Persson, playing cornet,
on Kenneth KS 2044 (LP), 1979, and CKS 3412 (CD), 2006,
strangely the Victor files and labels credit Morton with this
tune), Doctor Jazz by King Oliver (whose own 1926 version
for Brunswick was never issued as a 78 and when it did appear
on LP collectors found to their disappointment that it was no
match for Morton's version, just as Oliver's own two recordings
of his West End Blues suffer in comparison to Armstrong's

version), The Chant by Mel Stitzel and Beale Street Blues by
W. C. Handy (this was originally published by Handy himself,
but apparently Melrose had obtained the orchestral rights in
1926, along with those for St. Louis Blues). At the June 1928
New York session Oliver's Mournful Serenade was recorded.

During the five-year "Melrose period", Morton never seems
to have complained about payment (of course he was riding
high at the time with diamonds even on his garters from all his
other activities). However, the fact that Walter Melrose had
added ‘lyrics’ of dubious artistic merit to five of Morton’s
compositions (and lyrics to several other jazz compositions,
such as Tin Roof Blues), allowed him to claim not only
publisher’s royalties on record and piano roll sales, but also
co-author royalties as well! In June 1940 Morton sued the
Melrose brothers for neglecting to pay royalties due him (see
the Chicago Defender August 10, 1940, quoted in Albert Haim,
‘Walter Melrose: A Swindler?’ on the Bix Forum website. CD:
"It was alleged that from 1939 on the defendant had failed to
pay proper royalties". But as by then neither Walter or Lester
Melrose had any connection with Melrose Music Co.,
Morton’s chances of getting a positive court ruling was virtually
nil. The case was dismissed. However, one must criticize
Walter Melrose for not helping Morton become an ASCAP
member in the 1920s. According to Morton, in a letter to
Assistant Attorney General Thurmond Arnold written on 24
June 1940, he stated:- “My first knowledge of [ASCAP] was in
the year 1925, whilst playing a date at Spring Valley, Ill. A man
walked up to me and ask me to join [ASCAP]. I agreed that I
would “but” would speak to my publisher on it, Walter
Melrose, which I did, he enticed me not to bother with it and

spoke ill of [ASCAP]. I knew Melrose was my publisher and did
not want to offend him, so I passed it by, only to learn later
that he was a member…” Morton applied to join ASCAP in
1934, but did not become a member until November 1939
(the same year as Louis Armstrong), when he was admitted on
the lowest grade of royalty classification. Walter Melrose was
admitted to ASCAP in 1927; thus for twelve years he was able
to collect ASCAP publisher royalties and co-author royalties for
those tunes by Morton (and others) to which he added lyrics.
It is also illuminating that Irving Mills became an ASCAP
member by 1926, but Duke Ellington had to wait until 1935
(incorrectly shown as 1953 in the later editions of the ASCAP
directories). Perry Bradford was not admitted until 1956!

Melrose Publications of Jelly Roll Morton Compositions Not
Recorded by Morton:

Chicago Breakdown, 1926. Sonny Clay's Plantation Orchestra,
Vocalion 1000, 15254, January, issued April 1926 (Correct the
date in Rust; 2-2-1926 is the date the Vocalion matrix 2329 W,
no E-prefix, acoustic recording, was assigned, not the recording
date). Louis Armstrong's Stompers Columbia 36376 in album
C-73, 9-5-1927, issued September 19, 1941. Originally
recorded by OKeh but rejected.
Ted Lewis Blues, 1927 (This was the basis for Wild Man Blues).
(12 bar verse, 32 bar chorus, B-flat)

Dixie Knows, 1931. (Walter Melrose, Mel Stitzel and Ferd
Morton). This tune has no known recordings. (32 + 32 bars,
E-flat)

A March 1923 advertisement from The Metronome for the latest Melrose Brothers hit - Morton’s Wolverine Blues. Mark Berresford
Collection

Jelly Roll Morton compositions published by others:

Will Rossiter (W. R. Williams), Chicago, published Jelly Roll
Blues in 1915 and it seems to have been quite popular. In 1924
Lloyd Smith, Chicago, published Big Foot [Fat] Ham which was
republished in a revised version by Joe Davis' Triangle Music
in 1928 as Ham & Eggs, when it was recorded by Johnny Dunn
and His Band with that title, and with Morton himself at the
piano. Davis also published Buffalo Blues, which was recorded
at the same session. This is the same tune as Mister Joe.
Charley Raymond, Chicago, published State & Madison (A
Chicago Stomp) credited to Bob Peary, Charley Raymond,
Jimmie Hudson and Fred "Jelly Roll" Morton in 1926. It was
recorded by Joe Herlihy (Edison 52076-L, 16-7-1927, issued
in September 1927; reverse by Duke Yellman). Windy City
Blues by the same four composers was published by Denton
& Haskins, 1658 Broadway, New York 19 in 1927 and recorded
by Joe Candullo (Edison 51912-R 28-12-1926, issued February
1927; reverse is The Chant!), Savoy Orpheans (4-5-1927, HMV
matrix Bb 10677-2, rejected).
The New York Years

The final dealing between Morton and Walter Melrose was
the June 1928 New York Victor session. Thereafter all the future
new tunes recorded for Victor were registered for copyright at
the Library of Congress by Southern Music Co., but not a single
one was published. Southern Music was set up in January 1928
by recording director Ralph Peer (who handled Victor’s field
recordings) to copyright and profit from the non-copyrighted
material brought to be recorded by Victor by white country
performers and black blues and instrumental performers. The
rights to all these as well as the Rossiter, Smith, Melrose,
Raymond and Tempo publications were later acquired by the
Edwin H. Morris Company (1619 Broadway, the famous Brill
Building, New York). The falling out between Morton and
Melrose was, to say the least, acrimonious, and, for Morton,
financially disastrous. According to Morton’s letter to Assistant
Attorney General Thurmond Arnold dated 2 July 1940:- “About
1929 Mr. Peer asked me would I do some recording for him. I
again refused, reminding him of my contract with the Melrose
Music Co. (There in Chicago). Would you record if I get
permission from Melrose? he stated, in reply I stated that if
that could be done, that would be okeh, the next day or two
we met, Mr. Peer, produced a wire stating it was okeh to
record, signed Walter Melrose. Records were made by my hot
band and placed on the market. Melrose wrote me a letter and
told me that I would get no more royalty from him and that I
could do whatever I wanted to do about it, because I had doublecrossed him for Ralph Peer. I then figured there that
telegram was a fake. I showed the letter to Peer and he then
stated that the wire from Melrose automatically turned my
contract over to the Victor Co. I then decided not to ever work
under Peer again, which I don’t remember doing.”

In July 1929 Morton recorded twelve titles for Victor of which,
in September 1929, Peer copyrighted Freakish, Seattle Hunch
and Burnin’ The Iceberg.

In 1930 lyricist Harrison Smith (1891-1987) was employed
by Morton, and Smith claimed that several "Morton" tunes
were actually by Ben Garrison, a composer/arranger who was
ghostwriter for Clarence Williams, among others. Smith states
in 1971 (William Russell, Oh, Mr Jelly, page 506) “These are
some of his pieces that I published: *Fickle Fay Creep, Turtle
Twist, *Smilin' the Blues Away, * My Little Dixie Home, *I'm
Looking For a Little Bluebird, That'll Nevah Do, *Don't Tell Me

Nothin' 'Bout My Man, Each Day.” In April 1973 Smith got $
1,207 in royalties for the tunes indicated above with an asterisk
as well as That's Like It Ought To Be, all included in the RCA
Victor Vintage Series LP LPV 508, which had sold 60,350 up to
that time. There are some facts to support Smith's claim: the
recording card for the 11-12-1929 Lizzie Miles session with
Don't Tell Me Nothin' 'Bout My Man and I Hate A Man Like You
(page 210 in Laurie Wright's Morton book) shows that no
publisher was known at the time of the session. Morton
copyrighted the second title under his own name in 1930, but
NOT the first! When the disc was issued in 1931 both titles
were copyrighted by Southern Music (as was Victor practice).
We can see on the card that this information was added in
1931 by another typewriter. Further, the 17-12-1929 Morton
trio session with Barney Bigard and Zutty Singleton showed no
composer or publisher credits in the files and the labels are
without composer credits. Southern Music copyrighted Turtle
Twist as a Morton tune in 1930. When I attended a Record
Research meeting on June 18, 1960 I purchased from Smith an
EP he had produced with these four titles (excellently
transferred; the EP was distributed in the UK by Dave Carey).
According to Smith, saxophonist Hector Marchese (see my
article “Jelly Roll Morton – Plagiarist?” in VJM 139) sent Morton
several of his tunes to have them arranged, but he had failed
to copyright them and according to Smith Morton stole several
including Sweet Substitute, one of the most attractive of the
later Morton tunes. Someday some qualified musicologist
(which I am not) will have to analyse the post-Melrose
"Morton" tunes and see which ones seem to be authentic. In
1939 Paul Watts published We Will Never Say Goodbye about
which I know nothing. Unissued at the 11-6-1928 session was
Honey Babe (24 bars, A-flat).
The General Recordings

The 1939 General album (G-11) of Morton playing and
singing was obviously originally intended to have twelve titles,
but Sporting House Rag and The Animule Ball were rejected.
The first session (14-12-1939) covered matrix numbers R
2560-2567. R 2568-2569 are unknown. The next session (1612-1939) covered R 2570-2574 and included a remake of The
Naked Dance. Michigan Water Blues was rejected and remade
18-12-1939 (on matrix R 2579). R 2575-2578 are certainly by
another artist, but R 2580-2581 may be two Morton titles (one
of which would be Tiger Rag). R 2582-2585 cover the Jelly Roll
Morton Seven session of 4-1-1940. The General album was
reissued as a Commodore album with the number CR-8 (not
noted in Wright's Morton book).
Odds and Ends...

Laurie Wright's ‘Mr. Jelly Lord’ (Chigwell 1980) shows that
various issues in the British HMV B-series were repressed in
European countries and he gives several of these as "Scandinavian", but they would have been pressed in EITHER Denmark
or Sweden. He has an illustration of B 9217 (note the spelling
WINNIN' Boy Blues!) and claims it is Swedish, however the
text around the edge of the label reads Skandinavisk
Grammophon Aktieselskab. This is the Danish firm. Aktieselskab, abbreviated AS, corresponds to the British Ltd. and the
American Inc. The Swedish firm is Skandinaviska
Grammophon Aktiebolaget. Companies with AS following the
name are Danish (or Norwegian), those with AB are Swedish
(or Finnish if also preceded by OY). VSG 11 is also illustrated
and shown as Scandinavian, but the VSG series was Danish
only and the label has the SGAS "signature".

Kansas City Stomp is titled Kansas City Stomps on the sheet
The Chant and Doctor Jazz, despite being by other
music, but Shreveport Stomps is titled Shreveport Stomp on composers, have become so identified with Morton that
the sheet music.
several post-war recordings give him as composer! Postwar
recordings of Steamboat Stomp always give Morton as
When Morton sued the Melrose Brothers in 1940 he claimed composer, but this is due to a labelling error on the original
he had sold 48 tunes to them, but only 28 + 1 are known (see Victor record.
above).
Morton’s Music on Film
Southern Music copyrighted the Morton tunes at the time the
discs were issued, not at the time of recording. The exception Surprisingly little of Morton’s music has found its way into
was Victor V-38055 (Red Hot Pepper / Deep Creek Blues) mainstream films. The earliest known instance was in the film
which must have been issued in 1929, but the tunes were not ‘If I'm Lucky’ (20th Century Fox 1946), in which Harry James'
copyrighted until 1930! Some 1929-1930 titles were not issued Orchestra played King Porter Stomp. In 1997 Woody Allen
and copyrighted until 1934! For release and deletion dates see used Wild Man Blues both as the title and as a feature tune in
the Mainspring Press Victor books. Here are some other his film documenting the European tour of his New Orleans
release dates: OKeh 8105 2/1924. Gennett 5218 4/1923, 5289 Jazz Band (Sweetland Films). The 1998 film ‘The Newton Boys’
1/1924, 5323 2/1924, 5486 8/1924, 5515 10/1924, 5552 (20th Century Fox), also featured Wild Man Blues, along with
Milenberg Joys and The Pearls and on the soundtrack (If any
12/1924, 5590 1/1925, 5632 3/1925, 3259 4/1926.
film buff readers know of more, we’d love to hear from you The original 1944 issue of Autograph master 534 (1924) is Ed).
SD 103.
The Chicken or the Egg?
The Storyville label listed in Wright's Morton book (KB 102,
KB 211) is DANISH, not American. The Swedish HC dubbed I always assumed the orchestral arrangements of the tunes
reissues (2, 9, 11, 16) in Wright's book are missing from JR-6. Morton recorded for Victor were published AFTER the
recordings, but Omer Simeon said they based the recordings
According to the 1948 ASCAP directory the Brill Building on the Melrose stocks, but were free to improvise the solos.
(1619 Broadway, New York 19) housed 56 publishers in that Then how come some solos are in the printed stocks? Jazz
researcher and cornetist Claes Ringqvist reports that at one of
year.
his many visits to William Russell in New Orleans he was
Johnny Marvin made a vocal recording of Sweetheart O' Mine shown Morton's original HANDWRITEN arrangement for Black
Bottom Stomp which corresponds exactly with the recording,
(Victor 21376) on April 19, 1928.
including the solos! (Why didn't Russell show or mention this
Bennie Moten recorded Midnight Mama (Victor 20222;
credited to Morton and Moten!) on December 12, 1926, two
years before Morton. Morton recorded the same tune for
Vocalion under the pseudonym Levee Serenaders.

From the 6-12-1929 New York session BVE-48433-1/2
Everybody Loves My Honey Now is by Walter H. Brown and
BVE-48436-1/2 You Oughter (not Ought) See My Gal is by
Spencer Williams - Ethel Castelton. The second title was later
recorded by Wilton Crawley (2-12-1929, issued on Victor V38136 with the title as You Oughta See My Gal and composer
credit given to Crawley! Morton and Luis Russell played pianos
on this session.)

Big Foot Ham was copyrighted in 1949 by Roy Carew and
published in 1956 by his Tempo Music as Big Fat Ham,
arranged by J. Lawrence Cook. Carew also published via Tempo
Music Animule Dance, Buddy Bolden's Blues, The Crave, Don't
You Leave Me Here, Mister Joe, My Home Is In A Southern
Town, The Naked Dance, Sportin' House Rag, and Winin' Boy
Blues "transcribed and edited by J. Lawrence Cook" (from the
General album) in 1938/9 and Mamie's Blues in 1948 and The
Miserere (transcribed by J. Lawrence Cook from the Library of
Congress recording) in 1949.

Of the orchestral tunes recorded by Morton for General, My
Home Is In A Southern Town, Sweet Substitute and Why had
been copyrighted by Tempo Music in 1938, Good Old New
York and Swinging the Elks in 1939 (the latter had been
published as We Are The Elks which Morton tried, with little
success, to sell copies of at the Elks convention in New York in
This March 1924 advertisement from The Metronome reminds us of
1939) and Big Lip Blues, Dirty, Dirty, Dirty, Get the Bucket, and the astonishing number of jazz classics published by the Melrose
Shake It in 1940. The last four had been written for the General Brothers in such a short space ot time. Mark Berresford Collection.
date.

important document in his monumental Morton book?)
Against this we have Simeon's recollections, and he also
claimed at one time that the long clarinet note in Doctor Jazz
was improvised and not in the score. And why were Melrose's
stocks of the Morton tunes always credited to other arrangers?
Much research remains to be done in this field!

The very first disc recording of a Morton tune was made c.
January 1923 in the Rodeheaver studio in Chicago (almost
certainly on behalf of Paramount, as Alberta Hunter and
Monette Moore recorded for that label in this studio at the
same time). This was Wolverine STOMP [sic] by the ‘Sunset
Band,’ now believed to be a semi-pseudonym for Carroll
Dickerson’s orchestra, which played at the Sunset Café at the
time. VJM's Editor has a test pressing of this title and it has
been reissued on Frog DGF 28, “Hot Stuff: Black Chicago Big
Bands, 1922-29.”
The first two issued records of Morton compositions were
released in June 1923, the same month he made his recording
debut in Chicago. This was Wolverine Blues by Albert Short
and His Tivoli Syncopators (Vocalion 14554, recorded March
1923 in New York) and by the New Orleans Rhythm Kings
(Gennett 5102, recorded 13-3-1923 in Richmond). Frank
Westphal and his Rainbo Orchestra recorded their version in
Chicago 30-3-1923, but it was not issued on Columba A 3911
until August 1923. The first version of Wild Man Blues was
recorded by Johnny Dodds and his Black Bottom Stompers
(Brunswick 3567, Chicago 22-4-1927, issued September
1927). The Original Memphis Five recorded The Jelly Roll Blues
in New York 22-9-1923 (Edison 51246-R, issued November
1923).

Berlin as shown in Rust, c. December 1926; the Vox C/D/E,
15/25/30 cm, suffix matrix series were used for recordings
OUTSIDE Germany). Julian Fuhs recorded Black Bottom Stomp
on German Electrola EG 432 in Berlin on February 2, 1927.
Herbert Glad (real name Fröhlich) recorded Black Bottom
Stomp for German Tri-Ergon TE 5008 in Berlin in June 1927
(not listed in Rust). The first South American recording must
be Milenberg Joys on Argentine Electra 1086 by former Morton
associate Paul Wyer (Buenos Aires c. early 1925). The same
tune, by Jazz-band E. Yribarren (led by Spanish-born pianist
and reedman Eleuterio Yribarren) on Odeon 8100 was
recorded in Buenos Aires early 1926. Black Bottom Stomp was
recorded by Yribarren on Odeon 8114 (late 1926) and
Gonzalez Jazz Band on Electra 1116 (August 1926). None of
these are listed by Rust. (Information from Rainer Lotz.) No
copy has been reported of the Wyer disc.

The 6th Edition of ‘Jazz Records’ lacks two of the three discs
in the Norwegian Swing Music series: ALS 5027 (BVE-362853/37258-1) and ALS 5059 (BVE-38630-2/59533-1; the second
title is listed in JR-6). Both are dubs.
Victor issued "Pict-Ur Music" discs for cinemas in the 1920s
and this includes 0116, which has Morton's Smokehouse Blues
(BVE-36240-2) coupled with Bennie Moten's 12th Street Rag
(BVE-38671-2).
Morton's Victor 23351 (Each Day / Strokin’ Away) sold 490
copies. (See The Mainspring Press Record Collectors' Blog, April
2012.)

My Little Dixie Home with music by Robert Cloud and Ben
Garrison and lyrics by Harrison Godwin Smith was registered
The first European recordings of a Morton tune were for copyright by Smith in 1929, so this was definitely not a
Wolverine Blues by Arpod Varosz (real name Willy Metsche Morton tune (see Nat Shapiro, Popular Music, vol. 5, 1920(Homocord B.1862; Berlin 18-6-1925) and Milenberg Joys by 1929, 1969, p 276).
Jack Hylton's Kit-Kat band (HMV B 2101, 13-8-1925).
Shreveport Stomp by Gregoire Nakchounian and his Russian Although Harrison Smith claimed he was active in the music
North Star Orchestra (Dutch Vox H 10269-E, Amsterdam, not business in New York from 1913, his 1917 draft registration

Eleuterio Yribarren’s Jazz Band recorded Morton’s Milenberg Joys in Buenos Aires early 1926.

card shows him as only "assistant janitor" at a trust company! a new member should have had at least five tunes published
by an ASCAP member, and he also had to have the sponsorship
In 2002 Harvard University Library purchased 22 letters from of two other ASCAP members! The Melrose brothers were not
Harrison Smith's lawyer Howard Fischer from 1949 (1), 1957 members as publishers in 1925 and Walter Melrose did not join
(1), 1962 (1), 1968 (18), 1969 (1) dealing with Smith's claims until 1927 (Lester never became a member).
on Morton tunes. The complete list can bee seen at
oasis.lib.harvard.edu. Access to them is "unrestricted". A By 1939 Roy Carew had established Tempo Music to support
Morton researcher ought to study them! The 1949 letter deals Morton, and this firm was an ASCAP member. Apparently
with the Morton estate, the 1968-1969 letters with Smith's Morton got the qualifying support from two ASCAP members.
His King Porter Stomp was performed by most big bands and
claims against RCA Victor.
Lionel Hampton had his Shoe Shiner's Drag in his book and of
In 1949 the County of Los Angeles denied Harrison Smith's course Wolverine Blues had become a jazz standard, and yet
claims on the Morton estate.
he was put in the lowest class!
Appendix: Walter Melrose's lyrics for jazz classics

Beau-Koo-Jack
Copenhagen*
Doctor Jazz
Froggie Moore #
High Society
A Jazz Holiday
Lazy Mornin’
Mandy Lee Blues
Melancholy
Midnight in New Orleans
Milenberg Joys #
Shake That Jelly Roll
Shake Your Dogs
Sidewalk Blues #
Some Rainy Day
Spanish Shawl
Sugar Babe
Sugar Foot Stomp
Sweet Lovin' Man
Sweetheart O' Mine #
Tin Roof Blues (became Make Love To Me in the 1950s)
Tom Cat Blues #
Willie The Weeper

* Walter Melrose - by his own admission in an interview with
John Steiner - played piano on the first vocal recording of this
tune (Gennett 5592 by Kitty Irvin, issued in January 1925). This
was the first electrically-recorded Gennett disc to be issued, but
it was recorded by Marsh Laboratories, best known for their
Autograph records which featured in their catalogue such jazz
legends as Jelly Roll Morton, King Oliver
and Muggsy Spanier.
# Morton tunes.

Shanghai Honeymoon has lyrics by LESTER Melrose! Wailin'
Blues (recorded by The Cellar Boys) is by Ted Lewis with lyrics
by LESTER Melrose and Barrel House Stomp from the same
date is credited solely to Lester! It seems the Melrose Brothers
set up this date as well as Benny Goodman's first date under
his own name for Brunswick.
My Gal recorded by Morton and Volly De Faut has the
composer credit "Melrose", and I assume it is Walter rather than
Frank (who would have been only 16 years old at the time of
recording in 1924)
A Note on Membership of ASCAP

Even if Morton had wanted to become a member of ASCAP in
1925, he couldn't have done so. At the time it was required that

With grateful thanks to Vince Giordano for his assistance.

